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I. Overview

The decennial U.S. Census showed that the Illinois’s population declined for the first time

in 200 years, dropping from 12,830,632 in 2010 to 12,812,508 in 2020 - a drop of 0.14%
1
.

This ranks the state third among those with the most population decline as percent of

population, behind West Virginia and Mississippi
2
. As a result, in the current decennial

redistricting cycle, Illinois lost one seat in reapportionment to drop from 18 to 17 House of

Representatives seats. Illinois’ congressional districts are drawn by the

Democrat-dominated legislature, and are subject to gubernatorial veto
3
.

A. The 2021 Enacted Plan

On November 23, 2021, Democratic Governor J.B. Pritzker signed the final 2021

congressional redistricting plan into law after it was approved by the Illinois General

Assembly. The map has 13 Democratic-leaning seats, 3 Republican-leaning seats, and 1

competitive district that falls in the 45–55% competitive range. The enacted plan has not

faced major court challenges.

Figure 1. Illionois 2021 Enacted Congressional Map.
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Illinois’ enacted plan was a source of contention, with many from both parties arguing that

it was an extreme Democratic gerrymander that drew arbitrarily thin districts and

disproportionately advantages Democratic incumbents compared to Republican

incumbents. These two factors - preserving compact communities and seeking more fair

partisan splits - were the motivating factor behind this proposed map, which is drawn

under the principles of good government and partisan representation.

B. Xiang Proposed Plan

Figure 2. Xiang Proposed Illinois Congressional Map.

This map is a hybrid plan that includes, most prominently. the principles of:

(1) Good government. This map prioritizes keeping counties intact and respecting precinct

boundaries, except where it is necessary to comply with one-person, one-vote practices. This

plan’s largest population deviation, for District 16, is 0.16%.

In particular, I tried to avoid districts that broke county lines and were drawn arbitrarily

thin, such as the 2021 enacted congressional plan’s District 13, which forms a narrow,

curved district snaking almost 200 miles to connect Champaign, Illinois (home to the
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University of Illinois) to the Democrat-leaning communities along the Illinois-Missouri

border (east of St. Louis) - a partisan gerrymander.

(2) Partisan representation. This map seeks to close the gap between the number of seats

per party and the state-wide partisan vote share.

I also considered minority group protections. The map updates the previous plan’s minority

representation in opportunity districts, producing two majority Hispanic districts and two

majority Black districts.

II. Plan Evaluation

When compared to the Illinois 2021 enacted congressional plan, the proposed map, focusing

on partisan representation and good government principles, has higher ratings on Dave’s

Redistricting App for the metrics of compactness, competitiveness, proportionality, and

splitting (Figure 3). In this section, I will highlight the redistricting principles and relevant

importance with one another that were considered in the drawing of the proposed plan.

Figure 3. Uploaded Xiang Proposed Plan
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in orange vs. IL Enacted Congressional Plan in

green. Compared by metrics on Dave’s Redistricting App.

A. Preserve Political Subdivision Lines
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The first redistricting principle that this plan applied was good government
5
, focusing on

drawing compact districts based on political subdivision lines. This map seeks to minimize

the number of counties, cities/towns, and voting precincts.

Cook County, Illinois makes up over 40% of the state’s population, notably containing

Chicago. It is the most populous county in Illinois, and second-to-most populous county in

the United States following Los Angeles County, California. Illinois had modest population

growth in Chicago and its suburbs, areas just east of St. Louis, and in the

Champaign-Urbana area, but saw population losses in more rural downstate areas. This

plan removes the district lost in this cycle from downstate Illinois, where population growth

was declining most notably. The largest changes from the 2010 cycle’s enacted districts were

necessary in the south and west parts of the state.

In this map, four counties are split a total of 14 times: Cook (10), DeKalb (1), DuPage (2),

and Winnebago (1). Comparatively, the enacted 2021 congressional map split many more -

33 out of 102 counties. The large populations in both Cook County and DuPage County

respectively surpass the ideal population per congressional district, and therefore have to

be split. The process of splitting them resulted in five single-county districts.

Redistricting is, without a doubt, complex. One challenge I had was minimizing city and

town splits when the maps moved to the voting precinct level. I followed county and town

boundaries as best as possible, respecting the shared governance and community within

those municipalities. When moving to the voting district level, I first tried to prioritize

moving areas that were already disjointed from the rest of the district, roughly following

the lines of last decade’s plan to maintain consistency for communities. When that was not

enough to meet one-person, one-vote requirements, I chose a limited number of voting

districts around the selected ones in a compact manner to meet best equal population

requirements, while separating the least number of towns as possible. What is the line

between having the potential to decrease the population deviation of a district, by say 400

people, but needing to draw a line across an unsplit voting precinct to do it?

Another challenge was the proposed plan’s split of Cook County into 11 Districts. Is it better

to split one county multiple times or multiple counties one time each? For this map, instead

of splitting multiple counties, I sought to split one county multiple times (notably Cook

County and DuPage County), and keep the towns/cities within the county intact, which can

be better representations of similar community interests at a more local level.

Also, I redistricted precincts, voting districts, rather than breaking into census block groups

(the smallest geographic unit published by the U.S. Census Bureau). It was my hope that

creating more compact districts with less political subdivision splits at the county and

voting district levels would ultimately result in an improved partisan representation that

better reflects the state as a whole.

B. Proportionality, Partisanship

This map then considers proportional representation, attempting to produce districts that

are reflective of the state’s underlying partisan division
6
. This proposed map has 9

Democratic-leaning seats, 6 Republican-leaning seats, and 2 competitive seats. In the 2010
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cycle, Illinois had 11 Democratic-leaning seats, 5 Republican-leaning seats, and 2

competitive seats. In Illinois’s newly enacted map, there are 13 Democratic-leaning seats, 3

Republican-leaning seats, and 1 competitive seat. Both the 2011 and 2021 enacted plans

skew the districts for a clear Democratic benefit, inflating the efficiency gap.

Figure 4. Partisanship on 2021 Illinois Enacted Map
7

vs. Xiang Proposed Map
8
.

From the data on the 2020 presidential election, the state-wide Democratic vote share is

57.5%, voting for Biden, while the Republican is 40.6%, voting for Trump. According to the

PlanScore analysis, the proposed map most closely reflects this proportional representation,

with a predicted 61% Democrat and 39% Republican seat share across multiple election

scenarios. The plan has only a 0.6% efficiency gap. These percentages are close in

proportionality, and better reflect the partisanship of the state than previous and existing

maps.

C. Minority Opportunity

The next highest priority was ensuring minority voting power with opportunity districts

that dilute the tight-knit Hispanic and Black neighborhoods in Cook County to meet the

requirements of the Voting Rights Act.

In the 2010 cycle’s map, there are four majority-minority districts: three Black (District 1,

District 2, District 7) and one Hispanic (District 4) based on voting age population (VAP)
9
.

Illinois follows the trend with the rest of the United States, becoming more diverse in the

past decade. According to the 2020 Census
10

, 61.4% of Illinois’s population is white, 18.2% is

Hispanic or Latino, 14.1% is Black, and 5.9% is Asian. In particular, the U.S. Census data

showed that the number of Hispanics in Illinois surged by 309,832 people, or 15.3%

between 2010 and 2020. The increase in the Hispanic population in Chicago and
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compactness of the community made it possible to draw another Hispanic majority-minority

district in the proposed map from last decade’s maps.

In this cycle, the 2021 enacted congressional map has two majority-minority districts and

three plurality districts: one Black majority-minority district (District 1), two Black

plurality districts (District 2, District 7), one Hispanic plurality district (District 3), and one

Hispanic majority minority district (District 4). Both of these demographics
11

were shown

by the Illinois legislature as based on the voting age population. Comparatively, my

proposed map has four minority-minority districts, two Hispanic and two Black. Black

voters make up 54.4% of the voting age population in the proposed District 2 and 59.7% of

the voting age population in District 7. Hispanic voters make up 50.9% of the voting age

population in proposed District 3 and 55.8% of the voting age population in proposed

District 4.

Although the proposed plan’s minority citizen voting age population (CVAP) does not exceed

50% for all the districts, it can be justified with the consistent use of VAP rather than CVAP

to create majority-minority districts in Illinois based on their public demographic data on

the plans. In addition, Illinois has traditionally not needed an explicitly 50%+

majority-minority district to have minorities elect representatives of their choice, as

pluralities have already performed favorably for minority interest.

D. Compactness

Measure of

Compactness

2011 Illinois Map 2021 Illinois Map Xiang Proposed Map

Reock (Min) 0.19 0.11 0.24

Reock (Mean) 0.32 0.29 0.40

Polsby-Popper (Min) 0.05 0.07 0.21

Polsby-Popper (Mean) 0.17 0.15 0.34

Figure 5. Measure of Compactness Comparison.

Not only did this proposed plan consider the traditional redistricting principle of

maintaining compact districts, but also the proposed map had more compact districts

compared to the previous 2011 Illinois map and the newly enacted 2021 Illinois map,

having higher values for both Rock and Polsby-Popper metrics (see Figure X). These

compactness scores were measured using the Maptitude software
12

.

The Reock score measures how dispersed district shapes are, calculating the ratio between

the area of a district to the area of the minimum circumscribing circle. Reock scores range

from 0 and 1, with a score closer to 1 indicating a more compact district. This proposed plan

has the largest minimum and mean Reock score
13

, at 0.24 and 0.40 respectively, then both

13
Florida Supreme Court, Compactness Reports.
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the 2011 map with a minimum of 0.19 and mean of 0.32 and the 2021 enacted map with an

even lower score with a minimum 0.11 and mean of 0.29.

The Polsby-Popper
14

ratio is another measure of compactness, and measures the ratio

between the area of a district to the area of a circle with a circumference equal to the

district perimeter. Similar to the Reock score, the Polsby-Popper score also ranges from 0

and 1, with a score closer to 1 indicating a more compact district. This proposed plan has

the largest minimum and mean Polsby-Popper score, at 0.21 and 0.34 respectively, then

both the 2011 map with a minimum of 0.05 and mean of 0.17 and the 2021 enacted map

with an even lower score with a minimum of 0.07 and mean of 0.15. Although compact

districts are not always fair, if all else is equal, maps with more compact districts are

preferred.

E. Incumbency

Incumbency was not a factor in this map. This process did not account for the residence

locations of legislators when redistricting - I did not become familiar with them before nor

during this drawing process. Although, it is important to note the impact on incumbents

that would be combined into the same district, especially due to the loss of a district for

Illinois as a whole. The incumbency turnovers as a result from the enacted 2021 map will,

without a doubt, have impacts on future candidates and elections.

III. Compliance with Federal and State Law

A. One Person, One Vote

To meet equal representation requirements, the ideal population size for a congressional

district in Illinois is 753,677 people
15

. The maximum population deviation for the proposed

plan is just under 0.4%. Still, the map complies with law due to the legitimate objective of

consistently preserving voting district boundaries in Tennant v. Jefferson County

Commission
16

and is under the threshold upheld by courts.

B. The Voting Rights Act

The proposed map complies with Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act. Based on Thornburg v.

Gingles, the Supreme Court interpreted Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act to require that

the majority-minority district be drawn when three criteria are met:

(1) a minority group must demonstrate it is large and compact enough to constitute a

majority in a single-member district,

(2) a minority group must demonstrate it is politically cohesive, and

(3) the minority group must demonstrate the majority group votes sufficiently as a group to

defeat the minority group’s preferred candidate.

16
Even though a plan could be drawn with a smaller population disparity, this plan sought to keep voting

districts enacted, justified as “necessary to achieve some legitimate state objective”.

15
The Supreme Court upheld that total population can be used, rather than being restricted to only voting-age

populations in Evenwel v. Abbott. This proposed plan uses total population for calculating the ideal population

size per district.
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Illinois meets these requirements, and historically has. With the assumption that minority

groups are politically cohesive and would need the opportunity district to elect a preferred

candidate, the Voting Rights Act would require three majority-minority districts. In the last

ten years, there has been an increase in the Hispanic population in Chicago, making it

possible to draw another Hispanic majority-minority district. This proposed map has four

minority-minority districts, two Hispanic and two Black: Black voters make up 54.4% of the

voting age population in the proposed District 2 and 59.7% of the voting age population in

District 7. Hispanic voters make up 50.9% of the voting age population in proposed District

3 and 55.8% of the voting age population in proposed District 4.

On the same note, the proposed plan does not violate Shaw, as race was not the

predominant factor in drawing this proposed map and used as a factor only for necessary

compliance under the Voting Rights Act.

C. State Constitutional/Statutory Law

While Article IV, § 3(b) of the Illinois Constitution requires that state legislative lines for

election of state senators and state representatives “be compact, contiguous, and

substantially equal in population”, Illinois has no additional state provisions for districts

that exceed federal and constitutional law for this redistricting cycle.

In February 2021, Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker signed HB3653 into law, ensuring that

people in state prisons will be counted as residents of their home addresses rather than

residents of their state prison locations
17

. The practice unintentionally increases the

representation of those living in mostly rural districts with prisons, as the incarcerated

population’s bodies count in elections, while their votes do not. This law is to go into effect

in the next redistricting cycle in 2030, ending the practice of prison gerrymandering in the

state of Illinois in the future. For transparency reasons, I included the correctional group

quarters counts in the Mapbook Section
18

to caution its impact on elections and constituent

representation before its end in 2030.

IV. Conclusion

The goal of this proposed plan and this paper are twofold. First, I hope that this plan serves

as a challenge and benchmark to which incumbent-drawn plans will be assessed in this

redistricting cycle. Second, I hope that this paper increases the transparency of the

redistricting process in Illinois, capturing both the potential and challenges. Ultimately, the

goal is to show the potential for nonpartisan redistricting in fairly representing the

constituents of Illinois and upholding a fair democracy.

18
See Appendix C.
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Prison Policy Initiative, “Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker signs law ending prison gerrymandering” (February

25, 2021).
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Appendix A: Xiang Illinois Plan.
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Appendix B: Xiang Illinois Plan, Chicago Region.
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Appendix C: Mapbook.
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Appendix D: Summary Statistical Reports, Compactness Reports.
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Appendix E: Enacted 2021 Congressional Summary Statistical Reports,

Compactness Reports.
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Appendix F: Summary Statistical Reports, Political Subdivision Splits

(County).
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Appendix G: Summary Statistical Reports, Political Subdivision Splits

(City/Town).
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Appendix H: Summary Statistical Reports, Core Constituencies.
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Appendix I: Proposed Plan Demographic Data.
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